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By Sabrina Brown
Sports Editor
She was voted “Least Likely to Succeed” in
high school.
She has dyslexia.
She was a single parent raising three kids.
She also unearthed one of the most groundbreaking cases in environmental legal ethics,
something she credits to pressing on and following her instincts.
“You have the choice to believe in yourself
and stand your ground… You have to stop saying ‘what if I’m wrong’ and say ‘what if I’m
right,’” Erin Brockovich said in her March 25
talk at Xavier University.
Brockovich spoke at Xavier as a part of the
Heroes of Ethics series last week in the Duff
Banquet Room to a full house.
She is the president of Brockovich Research
& Consulting, a firm focused on consulting in
legal matters involving the environment.
The 2000 film Erin Brockovich starring
Julia Roberts chronicles Brockovich’s work in
Hinkley, Cal., where she played a key part in litigation against Pacific Gas & Electric Company

xaviernewswire

(PG&E).
PG&E allegedly contaminated the drinking water of Hinkley with hexavalent chromium, causing numerous health issues for its
residents.
PG&E settled in 1996 for a total of $333
million, the largest direct action settlement in
U.S. history.
From there, environmental ethics became
Brockovich’s life’s work.
“Sometimes we get complacent; we take
things for granted… If [the environment] fails,
we fail. It’s the world’s greatest investment,”
Brockovich said.
Brockovich shared her life’s motto with her
audience at Xavier, based around having faith
in one’s self.
“Believe in yourself and follow your own
heart. When you get in the college setting, you
learn different things from professors, counselors and classmates. You get pulled this way
and that way; it can be a confusing time. You
have to believe in yourself and listen to your
heart and your gut. Find your passion and
you’ll never go wrong.”
Throughout her career, she has faced a

See BROCKOVICH| Page 2
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Brockovich life work is focused on environmental ethics.
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Questions, comments or story ideas? Email us at newswire@xavier.edu.
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Jump: Brockovich
Continued from page 1
number of obstacles, ranging from publishing a successful
book to persevering when it is not
necessarily the easy thing to do. It
stems from something her father
always taught her: press on.
“At any age, putting yourself
out there can be scary. Don’t not
do it. I find myself sometimes not

While on campus, Brockovich
had the opportunity to meet with
and speak to many members of
the Xavier community.
“Xavier’s been wonderful. It’s
the first time I’ve been here, but
I really like the professors I’ve
met and the feel of the school,”
Brockovich said. “I can feel the

“You have to put your
fear aside and be willing to
embrace your friends and
others. We all face trials
and tribulations every day.
Whether you’re 52 or 25,
we’re people. We make
mistakes. We need to not
judge and forgive. ”
Erin Brockovich
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SAVE WHEN YOU
SWITCH TO SPRINT.
For a limited time, switch to Sprint and receive up
to $100 instant credit towards the purchase of a
Samsung Galaxy S® II or Galaxy S III smartphone
on a newly activated line of service.

GET A SAMSUNG GALAXY S III FOR $9999

Use your port-in credit to get an amazing price for
the 16GB model of this leading-edge smartphone.
After $350 instant savings and $100 port-in credit. Reg. price $549.99.

OFFERS FOR STUDENTS
OF XAVIER UNIVERSITY

students’ desire to do the right
thing, and that’s an incredibly cool
thing. I hope that the students are
proud of themselves.”
It’s that desire to do the right
thing and ability to press on that
has brought Brockovich from the
student “least likely to succeed” to
a woman worthy of being deemed
a Hero of Ethics.
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Samsung Galaxy S III

SWITCH TO SPRINT AND SAVE

100

$
believing in myself, sometimes
dealing with my own low self-esteem issues. I just remember that
we’re all people,” Brockovich said.
“You have to put your fear aside
and be willing to embrace your
friends and others. We all face
trials and tribulations every day.
Whether you’re 52 or 25, we’re
people. We make mistakes. We
need to not judge and forgive.”

Samsung Galaxy S II

SAVE WITH DISCOUNTS

instantly on a Samsung Galaxy S II or
Galaxy S III when you bring your number
to Sprint.
Req. qualifying data plan, premium data add-on,
and new 2-yr agmt/activation per line.

Hyde Park Sprint Store
2733 Madison Rd
Hyde Park Center
Cincinnati, OH 45209
Phone: (513) 321-6766
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%

For more information

off select regularly
priced Sprint monthly
service plans

Visit your local Sprint store.

Req. new two-year agreement.

Use this code to claim your discount.
Corporate ID: GSTDT_ZST

*GSTDT_ZST*

Have Sprint and need your discount?
Visit sprint.com/verify

Activ. Fee: $36/line. Credit approval req. Early Termination Fee (sprint.com/etf): After 14 days, up to $350/line. Port-in Instant Credit: Offer ends: 04/11/2013. $100 instant credit
applied towards purchase of qualifying Samsung Galaxy S II or Samsung Galaxy S III smartphone. May require port-in from an active number (wireless or landline) and activation at time of
purchase. Excludes Nextel Direct Connect devices, tablets, upgrades, replacements, and ports made between Sprint entities or providers associated with Sprint (i.e., Virgin Mobile USA,
Boost Mobile, and Assurance), all CL and plans less than $10. While supplies last. Taxes and svc charges excluded. No cash back. Phone Offer: Offer ends 04/11/2013. While supplies
last. Taxes and svc charges excluded. No cash back. Individual-Liable Discount: Available for eligible students of the university participating in the discount program (ongoing verification).
Discounts subject to change according to the university’s agreement with Sprint and are available upon request for monthly svc charges on select plans. No discounts apply to second
lines, Add-A-Phone lines or add-ons $29.99 or less. Other Terms: Offers and coverage not available everywhere or for all phones/networks. Restrictions apply. See sprint.com for details.
©2013 Sprint. All rights reserved. Other marks are the property of their respective owners.
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Check Us Out !!
www.homecityice.com

Great Year Round Part Time
Job Opportunities
Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !!

We offer 10-40+ hours/week
Local Route Delivery

$8.25 - $15.00+ /Hour
Located in Cincinnati, Oh

513-851-4040
South Location 859-441-1700
College $$$$ Great Job for
those needing to work while in
school.
North Location

Visit Our Website for Job Information !!

www.homecityice.com
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Xavier students interact and learn about the city
of Cincinnati through Community Action Day

By Hollis Conners
Staff Writer
Students in search of service opportunities took full advantage of Community Action
Day, Xavier’s largest day of service every semester. Community
Action Day was on March 23 this
semester.
Along with getting to know
and working with fellow students,
volunteers are able to learn more
about the community’s needs,
strengths and assets.
Volunteers are also able to
contribute their own talents to the
community.
Students simply had to show
up the morning of the event and
sign up for a site at which they
would like to volunteer.
When students arrived at their
locations and service sites, they
learned more about what the site
provided to the Cincinnati community and provided additional
service for the organization.
There was also a brief reflection at the end of the morning.
Co-Chairs Lindsey Logsdon
and Kelly Schmidt believe the day
of service was successful.
“We increased attendance, even
when it was a dreary day, met many
of our targeted goals and the participants I have spoken to seem to
have a pretty good time,” Schmidt
said. “Everything ran smoothly
and the board members and site
leaders were so well prepared that

they were able to handle any obstacles that came up with ease.”
Some of the goals for the day
included being able to demonstrate an increased understanding
of Cincinnati’s strengths and assets, as well as its challenges and
needs.
Another goal was to apply this
knowledge in everyday life and
further understand what community organizations address and
why they exist.
A final goal for those who participate is to demonstrate a new or
renewed desire to continue serving after Community Action Day.
Students participate for many
reasons.
Some simply enjoy doing service, while others try and follow the Xavier tradition, or even
just wish to get to know other
students.
“A large number of students
engage in service through ways
other than Community Action
Day, but they still participate because they love it and they appreciate the opportunity to participate
in service that might address a different issue or a different part of
the community than they are used
to working with,” Schmidt said.
Logsdon and Schmidt have
a number of goals for next
semester.
They want students to have opportunities for continued service
and have even more sites for stu-

dents to choose from.
The easiest way for students
to get involved is to show up the
morning of Community Action
Day.
Students can also apply to be
site leaders, who are responsible
for learning about their site, recruiting students and leading reflections at the end of the day.
There is an opportunity every
spring for students to apply to be
on the Community Action Day
board.
Logsdon has personal reasons
for believing in the importance of
Community Action Day.
“I love doing service work, but
it’s even more exciting to be a part
of a group that encourages other
people to come out and do service,” Logsdon said. “It makes me
happy to see students give up their
Saturday morning to go help out
in the community, and when students come back from their sites
and I hear how good of a time
they had, it makes it all worth it.
I can see the impact Community
Action Day has on people, and I
know we are making a difference,
even if it’s small.”
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Classifieds
JOB OPPURTUINITY :
Certified Lifeguards/Swim Instructors and Activity Speciaists
– Basketball, BB Rifle, Archery, Naturalist – needed for FUN and
REWARDING Summer Day Camp in CINCINNATI.
Six week session begins June 17 – July 26, M – F, 9:30 AM – 3:30
PM.
Contact Camp Wildbrook at 513-931-2196 or campwildbrook@
cinci.rr.com.
FOR RENT: Apartments on Spencer Ave.
Available for 2013-2014 school year
1BR $600/month ($300 per student for 2 students or $600/month
for 1 student)
Walk/bike to school
Contact: John @ (5I3)288-0427 to schedule a tour.
Wonderful apartments across from XU.
From studios to three bedroom apartments (and in-between!)
Summer and/or next school year.
Contact : CinciVEGAN@juno.com for information
Very Nice Renovated Apartments
One and two bedroom apartments near campus. Parking , laundry,
A.C. Contact: Adam 513.608.0

Jenny Mendoza, News Editor
Phone: 773-415-6448
Newswire-News@xavier.edu

Oxford Apartments

1005 –1007 Dana Ave
______________________
 1 bedroom apartments
 affordable - $425 and up
 Free heat & water
 walk to XU campus
 Cable & satellite hook-ups
 equipped kitchen
 Full bathroom
 air conditioning
 Parking
Manager: Art
513-961-3786

-Paid Advertisement-

DESTINATION :

MBA.
5)&"--ʰ/&8*/5&3$0/5*/&/5"-.#"t-"6/$)*/('"--

Beijing, Chicago, Johannesburg, New York City, and Santiago—travel around the world in just 11 months
while kick-starting your career with the Intercontinental MBA from Quinlan. Online and on four continents.
Apply by April 1 at LUC.edu/imba.

Office:
513-474-5093
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POLICE
NOTES
March 19, 8:59 a.m.
— Xavier Police assisted
Residence Life with a room
search in Buenger Hall. A
small amount of drug paraphernalia and marijuana was
found and confiscated from
the room.
March 19, 9:00 p.m. —
A student was robbed and
assaulted in the A parking
lot. The two juvenile suspects were last seen running
across Dana Avenue towards
Newton.
March 20, 13:32 a.m.
— A non-student juvenile
who was observed soliciting

money in the Academic Mall
was issued a warning and advised to leave campus.
March 21, 1:24 p.m. —
A student filed a harassment
report indicating that they
were being harassed by a
former acquaintance.
March 21, 5:30 p.m. —
A student reported that their
car had been broken into
while parked on the 4000
block of Ledgewood Avenue by Victory Parkway.
March 21, 5:43 p.m. —
A student reported being
harassed and threatened by

another student. The matter
is under investigation.
March 21, 7:25 p.m.
— Residence Life reported
damage to several windows
on the front entrance to
Buenger Hall. A student suspect was interviewed and admitted to causing the damage with a BB gun.
March 22, 11:16 a.m. —
An employee reported the
theft of two wall- mounted
television in Fenwick Hall.
One of the televisions was
taken from the laundry room
and the other was taken
from the third floor lounge.

March 23, 2:05 a.m. —
Xavier Police responded to a
fight in progress in Buenger
Hall. Several students have
been identified and will face
internal discipline.
March 26, 1:02 p.m. —
Two non-students handing
out flyers in the Academic
Mall were warned and escorted off the property.
March 26, 9:33 p.m. —
Two subjects matching the
description of the March 19
robbery were spotted around
the Smith Hall parking lot.
The suspects fled into the
neighborhood and were last

seen on Clarion Avenue.
March 28, 1:00 p.m. —
Two non-students using the
boxing equipment in the Armory were advised to leave
campus.

Note of the

Week
If you can’t bring
the person to the
bathroom...
March 23, 1:06 a.m.
— Someone placed a
men’s urinal in an elevator in Fenwick Place.

NOTICE: An envelope containing cash was recently found on campus and turned into the Xavier Police Station. Please call 745-2000 to
identify and claim (THIS IS NOT A JOKE)

- Paid Advertisement -

student Alumni AssociAtion

don’t get left

behind
$

tuition Runs
out day 2013
• April 15, 3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m., on the
Xavier Yard. Learn how Alumni help
bring home the bacon for you!
• Play trivia, win prizes, eat BBQ.
BRING
HOME
THE

BACON

Learn more about Bring Home the Bacon at www.xavier.edu/bacon
or contact Alana Nodell at nodella@xavier.edu or 513-745-1031.

Xavier hosts preview day
for prospective students
The Admissions Office hoped
that the experience would help
students who were still deciding
Three hundred high school whether or not to attend Xavier
seniors who may become part of this fall.
Xavier’s Class of 2017 had the
“We’re trying to give them a
opportunity to experience a day true picture of life as a Xavier
in the life of a Xavier student dur- student,” Associate Director of
ing the Office of Undergraduate Admissions Lauren Cobble said.
Admission’s Preview Day on
Preview Day is one of many
March 24.
opportunities hosted by the
These prospective students, Admissions Office, with others
all high school seniors who have including periodic “X-Perience”
already been accepted to Xavier,
days
for
attended
prospective
a
typistudents.
We’re trying to give [the
cal class
Another
prospective students] a true
taught by
Preview Day
picture of life as a Xavier
Xavier
for admitted
faculty
students will
student
and pretake
place
Lauren Cobble,
Associate Director of
sentations
this
Saturday.
Admissions
specific to
T h e
their acaAdmissions
demic programs.
Office anticipates 1150 freshmen
During their day on campus, will enroll this fall.
students also ate brunch at the
Tuition and housing deposHoff Dining Commons and had its for new students are due on
the opportunity to meet with May 1, which coincides with the
leaders from a number of student national deadline for high school
groups on campus, including students to choose a college.
representatives from the Student
Government Association and intramural sports.
In addition, a panel of current
students fielded questions from Ed Morley, Campus News Editor
prospective students and their Phone: 513-516-3125
Newswire-News@xavier.edu
parents.

By andrew koch
Staff Writer

“
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Newswire photo courtesy of Samantha Meza

Volunteers helped construct raised garden beds at the site of the Urban Farm during Community Action Day on March 23. The materials for the garden beds were provided by Physical Plant.

By samantha Meza
Guest Writer

Student volunteers have
helped complete Phase 1 of the
building of Xavier’s (upcoming)
Urban Farm as part of the endeavors of Community Action
Day.
The construction of the farm
will take place in two phases, the
first of which students finished
on March 23.
Students assembled raised
garden beds from special kits of

recycled wood that Physical Plant
shop craftsmen had specially designed as part of Phase 1.
Groundsmen delivered wood
chips, rakes and other supplies
to the site, while Physical Plant
Architectural Designer Jeff
Fackler led Hammer 101 training
for all the volunteers.
SGA Senators Abby Schafer
and Joe Jabour have been working
with Physical Plant, Sustainability
and members of administration
for the past few months to develop the Urban Farm.

Visiting sustainability expert
Craig Schiller hosted a design
charette in February to determine the layout of Phase 1 of the
Urban Farm.
The farm will be located oncampus in the field across the
street from McGrath Health and
Wellness Center and will offer
students an open space for multiple activities.
“The farm is a place to have
club meetings and to be outside. There is always something
to do on a farm,” Sustainability

- Paid Advertisement -

Coordinator Ann Dougherty
said. “Community Action Day
was fun — we had a stellar team
of volunteer builders and the
outcome looks gorgeous.”
In Phase 2, students will build
a hoop house — a semi-circular
greenhouse that will be used for
gardening and a student meeting
space.
The building of the hoop
house will take place over four afternoons, April 3 - 6 from 3 to 7
p.m. each day.

Students interested in
participating in Phase 2
should email sustainability@xavier.edu for more
information.
Faculty interested in
taking part are invited to
a discussion on Tuesday,
April 16 at the farm-site
on Musketeer Drive. For
more information about
Sustainability at Xavier,
visit www.xavier.edu/green.

XN
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Baseball sees mixed results
Season-high 17 hits for Xavier baseball in Georgia
By Chris Behler

Staff Writer
The Xavier men’s baseball team
battled through a tough March. It
started with a difficult road trip to
Statesboro, Ga., where they won
the first game of the series 11-4
with a season-high 17 hits, nine
of which went for extra bases.
In game two, they were unable to
hold on after a four-run fifth inning by the Eagles, losing 7-5.
Game three did not turn out
much better after a seven-run seventh inning left the Muskies unable to rally back, losing 9-3.
After canceling the Miami
(Ohio) game due to inclement

weather, the Muskies visited No.
7 Kentucky, losing 6-3 at UK.
Following this loss, Xavier bested
Middle Tennessee State in two out
of three games in Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
Xavier then beat Bryant
University, 1-0, in a very tight
pitching duel. Xavier pitcher Pat
Klever (2-1) was fantastic, allowing only four hits, four walks and
striking out three batters in 7.1
innings.
Next, Xavier faced No. 4
Louisville on March 15, followed
by a double header the next day.
The men dropped this series losing 6-1, 7-0 and 8-6.

From here, they returned home
to play St. Bonaventure in the
Atlantic 10 season opener. The
Muskies won all three games by
nine runs or more, improving to
9-11 on the season.
Once again, the Xavier-Miami
(Ohio) game on March 26 was
canceled, leading the boys into a
heart-breaking, 11-inning loss to
Saint Louis, 4-3.
Xavier went on to win the next
game 14-4, but dropped the third
game, along with the series 11-1.
The Musketeers defeated the
Bobcats at Ohio last night 15-10.
The team next plays today against
Indiana at 3 p.m. at Hayden Field.

Interested in
working for
the Newswire?

Sophomore Derek Hasenbeck

We need:
Copy editors Writers
Columnists
Email us at newswire@xavier.edu
for more information.
Newswire file photo

Xavier hires new AD
By Tim Wilmes

ances for the women’s basketball
Staff Writer
program at Bowling Green as well
The search to replace long- as a women’s volleyball 2012 MAC
standing Athletic Director Mike Tournament championship.
Bobinski ended last Tuesday as
Similarly, the men’s basketball
the university announced the hir- team saw improvement, winning
ing of Greg Christopher from its first MAC title in 2009 in over
Bowling Green State University as a decade. The Falcons’ baseball
Xavier’s new AD.
program has won three straight
President Michael Graham, S.J. MAC titles, and the football proannounced Christopher’s
gram has been in
appointment as the 11th Athletic Director Greg Christopher three bowl games
athletic director in school
since Christopher
history on Tuesday afterreceived the athnoon in the Duff Family
letic director job.
Banquet Center in Cintas
Academic
Center. Christopher, who
standards
have
is currently the Director
increased under
of Athletics at Bowling
Christopher’s tenGreen, will take over the
ure as well—the
AD position at Xavier
number of stubeginning in May.
dent athletes with
“Greg’s commitment
a GPA of 3.0
to student athletes is
or above has inPhoto courtesy of goxavier.com
not just about winning
creased in each of
games and matches,” Graham the last five years. Christopher’s
said. “Character and leadership high academic performance focus
building, academic excellence should fit in well at Xavier, as the
and community service are sig- university is currently ranked No.
nature traits of how he runs his 11 for student athlete graduation
program.”
among colleges throughout the
Christopher has certainly seen nation with a 97 percent graduasuccess as Bowling Green’s ath- tion rate.
letic director. After overseeing 18
“I am honored to be joining
athletic programs over a six-and- Xavier Nation,” Christopher stata-half-year period, Christopher ed on Tuesday. “The institution’s
has led BGSU to athletic growth values and tradition of excellence
in the Mid-American Conference in both academics and athletics
(MAC) as well as academic prow- make this a tremendous opportuess among the university’s 400 ath- nity… This is a distinctive time in
letes. Athletically, Christopher has Xavier’s history, and I am commithad a hand in 11 MAC champion- ted to building on its excellence
ships. His tenure has produced six by leading Xavier Athletics with
consecutive postseason appear- integrity and passion.”

Successful weekend for
Xavier track and field teams
By Caleb Childers

Staff Writer
Distance runners on the Xavier
track and field team pulled off
an impressive feat at the Oliver
Nikoloff Invitational with runners taking second and third places in both the men’s and women’s
5,000-meter runs.
Overall the team had multiple athletes place, and the men’s
team finished in seventh place
with 27 points while the women’s
team came in sixth place with 44
points.
Junior Clare Fischer finished
in second place in the 5,000 with
a time of 16:53.86. She came in
just two seconds behind the race
winner. Not far behind was her
teammate junior Abby Fischer,
who placed third with a time of
17:02.58.
The top three runners left the
field behind, and there was a 17
second gap between third and
fourth place.
Also scoring points for the
team in the women’s 5,000-meter
run was freshman Sarah Mazzei,
who placed sixth with a time of
17:48.66. Mazzei’s sixth-place finish gave the team 17 points from
one race.
In the men’s 5,000-meter run,
junior Tom Ohlman led the way
with a time of 14:42.24. Just four
seconds behind him was senior
teammate Hank Geer, who placed
third.
Both runners have won Atlantic
10 honors this school year and are

looking to continue their success
into outdoor track.
Also scoring points for the
women’s side was senior Rachel
Clark, who placed second with a
time of 2:11.95 in the women’s
800-meter run. She lost to a runner from Miami of Ohio by less
than a tenth of a second in the
end but still won eight points for
the Musketeers.
In the women’s 3,000-meter steeplechase, junior Anna
Ahlrichs placed fifth with a time
of 11:20.51.
On the men’s side, senior David
Gibson came in fifth place in the
long jump with a distance of 6.70
meters.
Junior Craig Krcal also earned
points for the team by placing
fifth in the javelin throw with a
distance of 46.49 meters. Krcal
recently won the pole vault at the
A-10 indoor championships and
is coming off of a foot injury.
In the relays, both the men’s and
women’s 4x400 meter teams finished in eighth place with times of
3:29.86 and 4:03.12 respectively.
Next up for the Musketeers is
the Miami Invitational this weekend in Oxford, Ohio. The team
looks to improve upon its already strong start to the outdoor
season.
Sabrina Brown, Sports Editor
Phone: 745-3607
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Coach Mack’s
Tweet of the
week

Head men’s basketball coach
Chris Mack is considered one
of the funniest tweeters in
college basketball.

@NewswireSports
picked their favorite for the
week.
@CoachChrisMack: I feel
like the Cincinnati Airport
used the same interior
decorator as my Great Aunt
Louise once did...
Be sure to check out

@xaviernewswire
and

@NewswireSports
for all your latest
Xavier

news!
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An inspired
career
Incoming Managing Editor

I

Katherine Colborn

began working at the
Newswire to make some
extra cash by correcting
grammar. I had no interest in journalism when I walked
into the Newswire office for the first
time in March 2011, the second semester of my freshman year. One
week prior to that momentous first
encounter with collegiate journalism, my Kuhlman RA, Kara, had
given me a flyer. “I know you’re
an English major,” she told me.
“I think you’d be really good at
it.” The flyer indicated, in a large
bold Times New Roman font, a
need for copy editors at the school
newspaper.
I didn’t know what a copy editor was at the time, nor did I care
much.
I was told that I could edit people’s articles for three hours each
week and get paid $30. I didn’t
really assume there would be that
much more to it.
As I’m sure you expected, reading this now and knowing that a full
article follows these words, there
certainly was a LOT more to it.
Being a copy editor at the
Newswire involved learning AP style,
learning the sections of each of
the editors, distinguishing the writing style that each section required
and understanding what makes a
good article or a good page layout.
Among all the work, there was a
lot of fun. The other copy editors
were friendly and funny, and to my
amazement, could slice articles until they bled while still managing
to goof off. I grew to love those
three hours on Tuesday nights, often staying a little later now and
then to chat with folks in the office
or to lend an editing hand if extra
help was needed.
After a full year of working at
the copy editing table, I’d imagined that I would continue copy
editing until my senior year. Once
again, I’m sure you know where
this is leading. If that was it, there
wouldn’t be any more of this article, would there?
Near the end of my sophomore
year, it was clear that a few positions on the editorial staff would
be open. I’d developed great relationships with all of the staff at the
point and as no one had applied for
the Arts and Entertainment position with only a few weeks of the
school year left, I was encouraged
to give it a shot.
And it’s A&E where I’ve been
working since.
For a little over a year, I have
been overwhelmed and overjoyed
to handle a great staff of writers
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Embracing
Spontaneity
Outgoing Managing Editor

0

Molly Boes

.104 years. 1.267 months. 38
and to edit and place stories on thedays. 912 hours. 54720 minater, art, music, film, food and dance.
utes. Anyway you look at it, seI’ve also taken on the Features page,
niors, our time is rapidly runand have loved working graphically
ning out and graduation is looming in the
on stories that ranged from profesvery near future (I just did all that math
sional baseball teams to professor
for you, so take a moment to appreciate
profiles. I’ve built relationships with
it, thanks). As for the rest of you, sumtheatrical directors, professional acmer is quickly approaching. I don’t know
tors, student leaders, gallery owners,
about you guys, but I’m terrified, excited,
restaurant owners and even some
nervous and thrilled all at once…which
professors here on campus. I’ve
can be a little overwhelming. And now
met an extraordinary number of
I’ve been asked to write a senior column
people working at the Newswire and
about it. I’ve never
gained more
even written a norknowledge
mal column before,
about universo bear with me.
sity politics,
When trying to
campus life
figure out the best
and student
way to approach
organizations
this task, I decided I
than
most
would offer everyone
Xavier
stua single (albeit broad)
dents will ever
piece of advice and
get the privithen extend the stelege to have.
reotypical thanks.
As I preI came to Xavier
pare to take on
four years ago with
the position
no idea what would
of Managing
be in store for me.
Editor
for
There were the comthe 2013-14
Katherine Colborn (right) will fill the void left by
mon
fears of going four
school year, I
Molly Boes (left).
years completely friendcannot forget the
less, failing half of my classes and getting
experiences that have brought me
left behind while out on a SAC event that
to the place I am. Yes, I am coming to a sappy closing paragraph.
plagued me as I came to campus and bid
Please forgive me when I say that
my parents farewell. However, these four
those experiences, as incredible as
years have been truly amazing. Based off
they have been, happened because
of my personal experience, the best piece
of the people who inspired me to
of advice I can offer graduating seniors,
continue working with the Newswire.
the students coming back here in the fall
It is this group of people that have
and those students who will not be returning in the fall is this: embrace spontanetaught me not only how to be good
ity. It may sound like simple or even silly
at my job, but also how to love it.
advice, but some of my best experiences
Thank you to all of the Newswire
have come from being spontaneous.
staff, past and present. To our fuWithout embracing spontaneity, I nevture Newswire staff, I truly believe
er would have joined the Newswire team.
we will continue to excel in preI never would have had the pleasure of
senting the Xavier news, and I very
working with these people who have
much hope that I can instill in you
taught me a lot not only about the newsthe same inspiration that my predepaper world but about life in general.
cessors have placed within me.
We’ve shared lots of laughs, a few tears
I like to give special thanks to
and plenty of late nights that have truly
many of the seniors this year who
contributed to my Xavier experience.
have particularly inspired and enWithout embracing spontaneity, I
couraged me at the Newswire in the
never would have spent three of my four
past three years: Maggie Behan,
spring breaks doing service both inside
Molly Boes, Rachael Harris, Mike
and outside of the country. I’ve had the
Hills, Robert Lisiecki, Sarah Merkt,
opportunity to meet some incredibly
Ed Morely, Sarah Roveda and Haley
driven kids and some of the most pasSeger.
sionate people I’ve ever encountered.
Thank you so much for teaching
Without embracing spontaneity, I
me how wonderfully fun and excitnever would have had the courage to
ing our work can be when it is done
join Labre and interact with the homein exceptional company. I owe you
less community throughout Cincinnati. I
my love for the Newswire.
might never have gotten over the poorlyI hope that I can take half of
founded stereotypes that were instilled
the love and humor that you have
within me.
brought to me and share that with
Without embracing spontaneity, I nevnext year’s staff.
You will be
er would have known the excitement of
missed.

putting off a paper due the next day for
a couple of hours to go to a free concert downtown. I never would have had
a ridiculous number of late night chats
while driving through Cincinnati. I never would have gone on my first protest.
While grades are (obviously) a crucial part of college, so are the experiences you have, whether they are with
roommates or people you’ve just met.
I strongly encourage all of you to occasionally set aside the books and the
papers and embrace spontaneity, to go
out there and do something you may
not normally do.
After that bit of advice, I’d like to extend some thanks to a variety of people
who have made my Xavier experience
fantastic.
First and foremost — thank you,
roommates. You guys have put up with
me for a combined total of 10 years
(weird, right?), and we’ve seen a lot
together. You have truly helped me to
expand my boundaries and do things I
may not have otherwise had the courage to do.
Thank you, professors. Especially
those of you who remember me a year
or two after you’ve had me in class and
still say hi and ask how I’m doing. Really,
it means a lot and I know not every college student has that experience.
Thank you, Newswire staff, both past
and present. Jake — thanks for dealing
with me when I came onto the staff
knowing absolutely nothing about the
newspaper world. Rachael – thanks
for trusting me with the position of
Managing Editor. I can be a bit scatterbrained at times, but it’s been a joy
working with you. Sabrina — thanks for
all the late night drives. And late night
snacks. But really, even if they have led
to many a late night, they’ve been worth
it. Staff in general — thanks for the
ridiculous amounts of laughs and for
helping me to become a better editor.
It’s been a joy working with all of you
and I expect you to keep the work up
next year.
And for those of you graduating, go
out and raise some hell.
There are plenty of other people who
deserve thanks, but Pete’s only allotted
me so much room, and it’s impossible to
pick and choose.
These four years have been great. I
got to take a class on Tolkien, I saw the
founders of both To Write Love on Her
Arms and PostSecret speak and I’ve met
plenty of interesting people (including Ivan, for you fourth floor Kuhlman
kids).
There are so many memories and
stories that I will be taking with me as I
walk the stage for graduation, and I hope
all of you seniors can say the same.
However, one question still remains
unanswered: “What do you do with a
B.A. in English?”
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IDEA@X hosts Easter egg hunt
for children and families in GSC
Patrick
Staff Writer

Phillips

With the creation
of the new deaf studies minor, greater student activism for the
local deaf community
of Cincinnati has risen
at Xavier University.
IDEA@X (Inspiring
Deaf Education and
Awareness at Xavier)
is a result of this rising student attention.
On Sunday, March
24, IDEA@X hosted
an Easter egg hunt
for deaf children and
families in the Greater
Cincinnati area.
Members of the
club stuffed 750 plastic eggs with
candy and assembled 26 prize
baskets filled with candy, books,
stuffed animals and toys.
There were also dozens of

cupcakes and cookies for the
event and an Easter Bunny who
used sign language to communicate with those who came.
While the weather could have
put a damper on the event, plenty

of members of the deaf community attended the event. The
club members also decided to donate eggs and baskets to St. Rita’s
School for the Deaf.
IDEA@X provided a great day

of Easter fun
for children of the deaf community of Greater Cincinnati.

Photos courtesy of Michele Bailes

Katherine Colborn, A & E Editor
Phone: (440) 829-1379
Newswire-Diversions@xavier.edu

The Review Corner
Taming of the Shrew is funny, smart
the production of Shakespeare’s
comedies, was excessive and consequently very engaging. The cast
and crew made exceptional use of
their time and resources. The creative and over-the-top presentation was successful and funny.
While the show was beautifully directed and produced, often

covered well with the use of tone,
some of the scene’s context was
Arts & Entertainment Editor
lost in her speedy delivery following the tension.
The Department of Music
Rio Van Risseghem (Grumio)
and Theatre’s production of
was another actress that, in some
Taming of the Shrew was funny,
scenes, seemed to rush her lines,
smart and beautifully produced.
but her physical comedy and her
Performances were held the weekpresentation
was
end before Easter break,
one of the highMarch 28 through 31.
lights of the play
Set in modern day,
and her comically
the actors wore their
exaggerated form,
own clothing and the
like
Phillips’s
set was singular and
and
Prijatel’s,
very simple. The show
was
mirthfully
made use of music such
unforgettable.
as Dave Matthews Band
Other actors
and Brittany Spears and
too excelled with
props included Subway
exceptional use of
cups and LaRosa’s pizphysical comedy.
za boxes. Despite the
Prijatel’s performodern stylization, the
mance demanded
actors remained true The cast of Xavier’s production of Taming of the Shrew
attention and rePhoto courtesy of www.facebook.com
to the original words of
spect, and the dyShakespeare’s script, bringing life enhancing some of the subtlest namic between the characters of
and emphasis to complex, and of- moments of the play, there were Petruccio and Kate was enhanced
ten confusing, language.
a few patchy parts in the actors’ by their amazing physical moveThe production and the delivery. In some occasions, the ment on stage.
physical comedy were some of actors spoke so quickly that they
Despite some small hiccups in
the show’s greatest highlights. were barely understandable. Tone handling the difficult language, I
Patrick Phillips (Lucentio), Nick is certainly critical for any actor was impressed and delighted with
Bergeman (Tranio), John Prijatel performing Shakespeare in help- the production and the creativ(Petruccio) and Caroline Saxon ing the audience cognitively move ity evident in Taming of the Shrew.
(Baptista) inspired the most laughs beyond the difficulty of the lan- The Department of Music and
on Saturday night’s production, guage, but there were a few mo- Theatre has handled Shakespeare
though all the cast brought hilarity ments in the play during which the with grace and imagination and
to the show.
actors appeared to rely too heavily they have certainly paved the way
The use of modernized props on tone and stumble too quickly for next year’s jam-packed season.
and costumes was inviting and through important lines.
appealing to the audience. The
In one of the later scenes, one
Newswire Rating:
confrontation of gender was also of the actresses even appeared
an interesting choice in the cast- to have forgotten the lines to her
ing. The absurdity, common in own monologue. While she re-

katheRIne COLBORN

Strokes: Comedown Machine
Kyle Grim
Staff Writer

Hailed as the saviors of rock
‘n’ roll when they debuted in 2001,
The Strokes have had a spectacular fall from grace. No album has
lived up to the greatness that was
Is This It? While recording their
previous album, Angles, tensions
were evident in the band as singer
Julian Casablancas recorded his
vocals separately from the rest of
the band.
As a surprise announcement in
January, the new album Comedown
Machine has a feeling of “is this
necessary?” While definitely better than their previous efforts, the
album just feels like an extension
of Casablancas’ solo career. His
love affair with 80s and New Wave
music dominates the album.
The first track, “Tap Out,” begins with a screeching guitar but
quickly settles into an 80s groove.
The first song released, “One Way
Trigger,” has a dominating synth
beat, which sounds suspiciously
like A-ha’s 1984 hit “Take On
Me.” Perhaps most significantly, it
also features Casablancas singing
a ridiculously high falsetto, which,
quite honestly, doesn’t sound that
bad.
There are still moments of that
“classic” Strokes sound, but they
are few and far between. The lead
single, “All the Time,” features the
driving beat and seemingly effortless melody that made us all fall in
love with the Strokes in the first
place.

“50/50” would also fit on
other Strokes albums, featuring a
soaring guitar riff and that classic, drunken Casablanca sneer.
Easily the best song on the album, “50/50” would also translate spectacularly in a live setting
(if they end up touring for this album, which seems unlikely based
on comments from the band).
The album loses a little bit of
momentum toward the end, but
does end with a great track, “Call
it Fate, Call it Karma.” This is
unlike any other track that the
Strokes have ever recorded. The
lyrics are distorted yet gentle and
the guitar (or keyboard - it’s hard
to tell which) is soothing, yet
rough. It is easily the most unique
Strokes song.
Comedown Machine is the best
album the Strokes have released
since Room on Fire. Perhaps it’s
time to accept that the Strokes are
no longer the garage punks that
we thought they were 12 years
ago, and instead understand that
any band can try a new musical
direction.
Although it’s a great album, it
seems likely that it was forcibly
produced to fulfill the record contract. Unfortunately, with the way
things are looking, this might be
the last we ever hear from them.

Newswire Rating:
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Ernest Fontana remembers Xavier

Nearing retirement, Dr. Fontana reflects on
the changes in 47 years at Xaver University
By lAURENCE baIBAK
Staff Writer

Fontana remembers while
Classics Programs were disappearing from other Jesuit
“I remember going to her
universities “I was encourhouse—for dinner—and she
aged to make the University
said ‘Ah… Cincinnati… one of
Scholars program more popular so HAB could be elimithe few places in the Midwest
nated, but I was careful not to
worth seeing.’”
do that. Perhaps some sort
of adaptation is necessary,
“She had this connection with the Summer
but it’s distinctive to Xavier. I
Opera, and I had mentioned that I had the postold a conference of honors
sibility of going to Xavier. ‘Ah…’ she said. And
directors about it and they
so that may have influenced me.”
said, ‘You mean you still have
Dr.
Ernest
that, really?’ That was in
Fontana reflects
1975 or 1976, and here it
on a conversation
still survives. Dr. Byrne
with a woman
seems to have done a
he taught in his
very good job.”
first few years at
Students, he says,
Xavier, roughly 40
are much better preyears ago, when he
pared than they used to
was considering
be. Of course we used
whether or not he
to get very brilliant stuwanted to remain
dents who came here
Photo courtesy of a Xavier University yearbook, 1968
in Cincinnati. Dr.
because of family conFontana was hired
nections, but the student
in 1966 by Fr. Savage, then-head of the English
body as a whole is much betPhoto courtesy of www.xavier.edu
Department. In 1975, he took over as chair of
ter now. What we have lost
the English Department, a collection mostly of
is a familiarity with our surroundings, he explains.
bly—but Fontana thinks even that might change
Cincinnatians and Xavier alumni, and began the
Local students used to show their classmates their
soon. “They stress this magis business constantly
process of diversifying the staff. The new, cosmofavorite hangbecause there are so few
politan feel, he admits, lacks the familial atmosphere
outs, but now
of them around. Which
“Local students used to show their
of old. “There would be family events, Christmas
most of our
is natural.”
parties and there were auntie, grandmother types
Cincinnatians
And what of himself,
classmates their favorite hangouts,
among the wives, which were good for our chilare from the
after
retirement? “I want
but now most of our Cincinnatians
dren. Most of the faculty were of Catholic backsuburbs, not
a little place,” Fontana
ground. Now it’s much more heterogeneous, so
the city, and are from the suburbs, not the city, and muses, “a little office—
it’s less familial, but academically I think it’s much
many of the many of the nearby bars have closed.” not this big office, but
better. Still, faculty with children don’t socialize as
nearby bars
a perch. I have a lot of
much anymore.
have closed.
friends, and I’ll be doing a
“Now they’re more directed to nurturing their
But as for complaints that today’s students
lot of research and writing. And a lot of emerischolarly careers. There is more emphasis on pubare more passive than those of the ‘60s and ‘70s,
tus faculty have a place, so we’ll see. But I don’t
lication… which is good sometimes. Faculty memFontana retorts, “Your generation has other conwant to influence any changes made in the debers are making knowledge. There wasn’t as much
cerns—about jobs, about the economy. War, wompartment. I don’t want to put my nose in that.”
pressure back then—it was a more relaxed culture.
en’s rights—those battles have been won.” He
They taught more. Some people published, but
sees most of the agitation on campus coming
now even the younger faculty are under pressure
from professors, as occupational and budto published, get tenure, maintain raises, get progetary concerns overtake academic interests
moted… career
in the curriculum.
pressures.”
“Your generation
“We’ve become more engaged with
Classes too
is cooler, more
gender issues and minority issues.
have changed.
managed
than
Perhaps we’ve lost a certain degree
As the new
those in the past.
chair, Fontana
It may be because
of...intellectual austerity—scholarly
also had to
society seems less
austerity—but we have become more
modernize the
friendly, so parrelevant.”
curriculum—
ents feel more resubstituting insponsibility to be
troductory courses like rhetoric for the old surveys
involved in the everyday life of their children
of literature and English history. “There’s less fointo the college age.
cus on the traditional English canon now… We’ve
“The Jesuits were also more visible and
become more engaged with gender issues and miwere more authoritarian. Now they’re more
nority issues. Perhaps we’ve lost a certain degree
liberal; invisible. And there are hardly any
of… intellectual austerity—scholarly austerity—
of them on the faculty.” These days, social
but we have become more relevant.”
justice seems to be more attractive to young
That said, the Honors Bachelor of Arts proinitiates than education. There are Jesuits in
gram (HAB) has remained strangely persistent.
Photo courtesy of a Xavier University yearbook, 1971
Xavier’s administration—our president, notaKatherine Colborn, Feature Editor
Phone: (440) 829-1379
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SGA president Seth Walsh assassinated Fr. B cannonized
By Molly Boes
Huggable Hobbit

A bow twang rang out in the Gallagher Student
Center (GSC) Theatre as Student Government
Association President Seth Walsh was performing on
stage during a rehearsal, a hobby he had picked up in
anticipation of his free time after retirement.
Walsh was struck and died within the hour of 8 p.m.
Tuesday night.
A fellow student was rehearsing with Walsh and said
that he saw the archer in the tech booth of the theater
and that the archer fled as soon as Walsh went down.
The student stayed behind to help Walsh and called
Xavier Police.
However, other students in GSC heard the unfamiliar twang noise and saw a brunette dressed in all black
flee the booth. Junior Steven Rogers tackled the culprit and pinned her to the ground to await the arrival
of Xavier Police only to discover that he had pinned
Katniss Everdeen.
Eventually Officer Tom Holmes arrived in GSC on
his Segway and asked Rogers to stand Everdeen up so
that he could handcuff her without leaving his Segway.
Rogers pulled Everdeen to his feet, and Holmes handcuffed her and took her to the police station. No updates on the case have been released by Xavier Police
at the time of publication, but Everdeen is currently in
the custody of the Norwood Police.
“I wasn’t trying to be a hero,” Rogers said. “I just
heard the twang and saw that girl running and knew
something had to be done. There wasn’t really any
thinking, it was just a reaction – adrenaline-driven. She
doesn’t even go here.”
Rogers will be honored at graduation and presented
with a replica Pope hat for his heroic actions.
Walsh’s assassination came two weeks before his
retirement from his position as Student Government
Association president and a mere six weeks before his
graduation.
Walsh was a senior from Michigan majoring in

By Patrick Phillips
Squirrelfriend
This past week, Pope Francis honored
one of our beloved Jesuits here at Xavier
University with the canonization of Fr. Al
Bischoff, S.J. (Fr. B). Canonized a saint, Fr.
B sets a record for the entire existence of
the Catholic Church, being the first saint
canonized during his or her life. Xavier
University is proud of this accomplishment as St. Fr. B does the impossible.
Pope Francis, who came to Cincinnati
this past week, was welcomed to Xavier
University with a Mass celebrated by Fr.
B. During the Mass, Pope Francis was
captivated by Fr. B’s awesomeness. He
had never attended a Mass that made him
laugh, cry, hope and sing as much as the
9 a.m. Easter Sunday Mass in Bellarmine
did.
The Pontificate was unavailable for
comment, but those sitting by him in the
pews were told that he had never seen a
more inspiring and good-looking priest.
“Upon shaking Fr. B’s hand,” a body guard
Newswire Photo by Rachael Harris
of the pope said, “Pope Francis claimed
Walsh died while performing on stage in the Gallagher Student Center Theater.
that he had truly seen the face of God.”
It was at this moment that Pope Francis
Political Science. He was known on campus for a variety activities outnominated him for canonization.
side of his office including being a Resident Assistant, his work with
At the end of the Mass, the skies rained
Xavier Police parking services and his impressive skills on the softball
root
beer, bringing joy to all of the attendfield.
ees
at
the Mass. Pope Francis took this
A memorial service will be held at 6 p.m. on Friday in Ryan’s Pub in
incident
as a sign that this was a miracle
the atrium of Gallagher. Grief counselors will be available at McGrath
great
enough
to canonize our Fr. B.
Health and Wellness Center and the Sycamore House, and students are
St.
Fr.
Al
Bischoff,
S.J. has been canonstrongly encouraged to utilize them.
ized
the
patron
saint
of
saints, root beer
“Seth was a pretty cool guy,” sophomore Kirk McCoy said. “He was
and
Xavier
Basketball.
The
Vatican is curalways willing to lend a helping hand and inspired me to study political
rently
working
on
a
specific
prayer for St.
science.”
Fr.
Al
Bischoff,
S.J.
worthy
enough for
Walsh’s body will be flown to his hometown of St. Joseph’s, Mich.,
his
awesomeness.
The
Vatican
is acceptin Fr. Michael Graham, S.J.’s private jet Thursday morning for funeral
ing
drafts
and
suggestions
for
content
of
services.
the prayer. Send prayers telepathically, and
they shall be heard.

College of Applied Health Services offers new programs
By Sabrina Brown
Aspiring Housewife

Xavier University announced on Monday
that it will add a new college effective in
2013-14 — Applied Health Services.
It has not yet been confirmed as to what
majors the college will be offering, though
Xavier has confirmed one definite new major Studies in the Technical Development of
Sexuality.
The program will offer many classes, including: STDS 352 Massage Therapy: Focus
in Happy Endings, STDS 218 Practical
Human Anatomy Lab, STDS 217 Applied
Human Anatomy: Focus on Sustainability,
STDS 473 Getting to Know Yourself, STDS
374 Road to Rockin’ Abs, STDS 412 Exotic
Internet Literature, STDS 156 Bananas and
Muffins: Balancing Your Breakfast and STDS

267 Practical Pathology.
These courses will be offered to nonmajors as well, giving Xavier students the
opportunity to broaden their horizons.
“This new program will allow students
to get to know not only themselves but
their fellow students on a more personal
level, leading to more permanent connections,” assistant to the director of Studies
in the Technical Development of Sexuality
Destiny Starr said.
Many students are looking forward to
the program, and Xavier hopes to significantly increase its enrollment by appealing
to a more adventurous crowd.
“I look forward to starting at Xavier in
the fall and really exploring myself. I feel
real good about choosing to do my education as a Blue Blob,” incoming first-year
Candy Ray said.
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Funding to be distributed towards new Canadian studies, nerd studies majors
By Meredith francis
Aspiring Sarah Palin

A Xavier University representative announced this past
Monday that due to the low job
placement rate of graduates from
the Williams College of Business,
the university will be shutting
down the business school to save
money.
“Only 99.5 percent of the students from the Williams College
of Business are getting jobs, and
that really doesn’t fulfill our ‘magis’ mission here at Xavier,” public relations director of Xavier
Hillary Uss said at a poorly attended press conference. “It’s just
not a good return on investment.”
The approximately $23 that the
business school generates in revenue each year will be distributed
amongst two new majors that the
university will bring on in the fall
of 2013.
Uss announced on behalf of
the office of the president that
the two new programs will be majors in Canadian studies and nerd

studies.
Canadian-born Barry O’Llama
will
be
head of the
Canadian
S t u d i e s
We really Department.
think that “ W e ’ r e
in a slow just really exto teach
economy, cited
everyone
these
about
how
two new milk comes
bags,”
majors in
O
’
L
l
ama
will
said
with
really put
prolonged
Xavier on vowels durthe map. ing the press
conference.
“We plan to
offer a course
on Canadian
Hilary Uss,
public relations p o l i t e n e s s ,
director
so I’m just
so
thrilled.
Though out
of fear for deportation, I won’t
be teaching a course on social-

“

”

ized health care.”
He then added,
“Eh?”
No one has
been hired to head
the nerd studies program yet.
However, some
course information was released.
According
to the briefing,
Parseltongue
Practicum,
Geography
of
Mordor and the Philosophy of
Yoda courses will be offered.
One visiting professor, Dr.
Who, expressed interest in teaching in the program before
he suddenly
disappeared.
F o r
Canadians
who
are
Harry Potter
or Lord of the
Rings
fans,

there will be
a dual-major
program offered beginning in 2014.
Both majors
still have to
take the core
requirements.
“We really
think that in a
slow economy,
these two new
majors will really put Xavier
on the map. Our job placement
rate is going to skyrocket,” Uss
added.
The university plans to convert Smith
Hall into
a bigger
location
for Blue
Gibbon.
Blueprints
are currently in
the works.

Xavier President wins Bible game
show, rescues university from debt
By Andrew Koch
Proud Moeller Alum

Things are looking up for
Xavier University after its president, Father Michael J. Graham,
S.J., won $1 million on The
American Bible Challenge earlier this
week, helping to pay back some
of Xavier’s $200 million debt.
Fr. Graham advanced to the
final championship round of the
GSN game show, where he was
tested on his knowledge of the
bestselling book of all time.
He correctly answered his final
question, which asked how many
cubits wide God commanded
Noah’s Ark to be, to defeat his
fellow contestants former Alaska
Governor Sarah Palin and NFL
back-up quarterback Tim Tebow.
“I was just blown away,” Tebow
said after the show’s finale. “I’m
used to choking under pressure,
but he really blew me out of the
water.”
Palin, recently fired from her
position as special correspondent
on Fox News for being too partisan, was also impressed by Fr.
Graham’s ability.
“I’ve always liked those Jesuits,
ya know, being a fellow maverick
and all,” Palin said. “I’d love to
take him caribou wrestling.”
An estimated 120 students
crowded around televisions in the
Hoff Dining Commons and in
Gallagher Student Center, making this episode The American Bible

Challenge’s most-viewed episode
ever.
Fr. Graham was competing
with the support of the Xavier
community – and of the Vatican.
After the episode aired, the
newly-selected Pope Francis sent
Fr. Graham a congratulatory message, praising his scripture knowledge and offering to change his
name from honoring Francis of
Assisi to honoring Francis Xavier.
“If you use the Pope as your
phone-a-friend, you might be a
Jesuit,” host Jeff Foxworthy said.
Fr. Graham entered the competition hoping to win the $1
million prize and help manage
Xavier’s $200 million debt, collected from years of building and
expanding.
University officials said that
the money Fr. Graham won will
allow Xavier buy back the naming rights for Cintas Center. The
arena will now be known as its
original name, the Father B Saint
Sanctum.
Sources close to the university have also reported that Fr.
Graham has taken up a paper
route in his continuing efforts to
offset the debt.
A rerun of Fr. Graham’s victory episode will be aired for interested students in the atrium in
Gallagher later this week.
Free copies of the Bible will
be distributed to attendees, with
the sections used in Fr. Graham’s
championship run highlighted.

Newswire photo

Fr. Graham came back to campus Monday night a victor of the American Bible Challenge. He received a
check for $1 million and Fr. Graham said that the money would go toward Xavier’s debt.
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Blue Blob unveiled as mastermind behind crime surge on campus

Newswire photos submitted anonymously

The recent surge of crime in Fenwick Place (including the stolen televisions and misplaced urinal, pictured above) have been attributed to the Blue Blob mascot.

By hollis conners
President of Harry Potter Fan Club

After a series of offenses
were originally blamed on the
residents, it has been confirmed
that Xavier’s very own Blue Blob
is the mastermind behind the
attacks.
It began with minor damages. Small holes in the walls
were found, whole door decks
and wall decorations were torn
down. Very few students actually noticed these small damages
and it wasn’t seen as too serious.

No one believed it was only one
person.
Then, the night of February
2, an elevator door was damaged.
The elevator in question was shut
down for a week for repairs.
In the early hours of March 22,
two community flat screen TVs
were stolen. One from the laundry room and one from a third
floor lounge. Also that morning,
a blue armchair that usually sat
outside the cafeteria went missing, and was later found in the
second floor hallway.
Finally, on March 22, a urinal

POLICE
NOTES
March 23, 9:22 a.m. –
Three infant girls and their
guardian were arrested in
Hoff Dining Commons for
attempting to solicit counterfeit Girl Scout Cookies.
March 24, 10:54 a.m. Xavier Police responded to
a report from a professor
that he/she had been locked
outside of their office by a
student. The student had fled
through an open window
upon arrival of Xavier Police
officers but had placed approximately 100 water-filled
plastic cups around the office.
March 24, 11:33 p.m. - A
student reported that his/her
Residence Hall door handle
had been removed and replaced with a note which read
“I want to play a game.” Residence Life will follow up with
the matter.
March 25, 9:30 a.m. An employee reported that
his/her computer had been
re-directed to “hotnorwoodhoneys.com” when attempting to access the Xavier University website.

March 25, 3:46 p.m. - A
student reported that his/her
car, which was parked in C1,
had been damaged. Xavier
Police noted a group of birds
pecking potato chips off of
the roof had caused damage
to the paintwork.
March 26, 1:34 a.m. Xavier Police received a report
that two students had been injured in the Commons Apartments after trying to build
bunk-beds out of two twin
sized beds.

Note of the

Week
Pink is the new
white...
March 27, 5:21 p.m.
- Xavier Police received
a report that a student
had been placing red
items of clothing in other students’ white laundry loads. An investigation is pending.

was found in another elevator in
the building.
Because of these mysterious incidences, Xavier Police
was informed. Fenwick RAs and
Xavier Police originally blamed
the students, believing these were
drunken acts of vandalism.
Further investigation over
Easter Break proved this theory
wrong.
Investigators found copious
amounts of blue hairs surrounding the elevators and where the
TVs used to be.
Video surveillance systems

were also viewed and quick flashes of blue have been seen in the
corners, avoiding direct view of
the cameras.
The final clue to the true culprit was a puddle of saliva in the
laundry room where the TV was,
presumably from the Blue Blob’s
massive tongue.
After DNA testing, it has been
confirmed that the Blue Blob
has been sneaking into Fenwick
to wreck havoc on the every day
lives of the students.
The Tuesday after Easter
break, the Blue Blob left a note

- Paid Advertisement -

on the RA desk claiming that he
will continue to cause more destructive issues for Fenwick residents unless he is made the only
mascot for Xavier University. He
also wants the famous statue of
D’Artagnan taken down and replaced by a “bigger and bluer”
statue of himself.
It is still unclear whether the
university will give into the Blue
Blob’s demands.
However, until something is
done, Fenwick residents are advised to take special caution on
weekend nights.
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Xavier University joins the Big Priest
By Kyle Isaacs

Vikings Fan Club President
Following the resignation of
Pope Benedict XVI on Feb. 28,
rumors began to swirl around the
United States.
The former pontiff became
the first pope to leave the position in 600 years, meaning that he
must have had a more lucrative
job lined up.
Once the dust settled and the
newest pope was ushered in, it was
confirmed that Joseph Ratzinger
(the pope formerly known as
Benedict XVI) is slated to become
the commissioner of the newly
formed Big Priest conference.
The league, which was formed
two weeks ago, is a combination of Xavier, Butler, Saint
Louis and seven former Big East
universities.
While many in Vatican City
might be scratching their heads
at this move, the students across
these 10 campuses are nodding
their heads in approval.
“The move by Ratzinger
makes perfect sense,” junior Mark
Winston said. “The Big Priest will
be a powerhouse conference for
years to come and the religious affiliations of the universities only
sweetens the pot further.”
Since the majority of the

schools in the newly-formed Big
Priest are Jesuit or Catholic universities, the conference will not
run in the same fashion as other
leagues.
One of the major changes that
will take place is that all studentathletes in the new conference
must now fast during the Lenten
season.
Though this may prove to be

difficult for those athletes inseason, it will enable the Holy
Commissioner to test the spiritual
strength of its member athletes.
If Jesus was able to defeat Satan
without the aid of food then one
can only assume that a basketball
player can defeat a matchup zone
without a 12-inch sandwich from
Subway prior to the game.
Another rule change that may

pose a challenge for the universities is the introduction of the
“Advent Rule” which will come
into play this season.
The liturgical season of Advent
places a strong emphasis on the
second coming of the Savior. In
a similar fashion, the new rule put
in place by Ratzinger will emphasize the second coming of a key
student-athlete.
During the first week of
Advent, every athletic team in the
conference must remove one of
their starters from the team.
This player will not be allowed
to return to game action until the
Advent season concludes.
Ratzinger developed this rule
on the premise that if Catholics
can wait centuries for the return
of the Messiah, it is feasible for
a volleyball coach to wait four
weeks for the return of the team’s
best outside hitter.
The newly-formed Big Priest
will begin operations June 1 of
this year, but many of the student-athletes are anxious at the
opportunity to start play as soon
as possible.
As one player exclaimed, “My
mother always said that God was
watching, so I’m excited to go
out and put on a good show for
him!”

J. Craw named AD

Semaj visits Kim Jong Un

By Cris Freese

Cubs Interim Manager
Freshman Semaj Christon followed in the footsteps of basketball icon Dennis Rodman over
Easter Break, acting as a United
States ambassador to North
Korea with some of the nation’s
best young basketball talents.
In a shocking announcement
last week, Kim Jong Un, Supreme
Leader of North Korea, called for
NCAA basketball’s Freshman AllAmerican team to visit with him
for a shootaround over the weekend. Xavier’s own Semaj Christon,
among those honorably awarded
to the Freshman All-American
team, found himself on a plane
to Pyongyang, North Korea over
Easter Break to meet with the
Supreme Leader himself.
The meeting between the
young basketball stars and Kim
Jong Un took place just over a
month after the unprecedented
visit of former Chicago Bulls’ star
Dennis Rodman to North Korea
for a basketball video.
While various speculations have
been made as to why Supreme

Proud St. X grad
In a brilliant move, Xavier
University named Boston Celtics
guard Jordan Crawford the new
Athletic Director last Tuesday.
“It’s the right move, going
forward into the Big Priest,” junior assistant to the director of
basketball operations Alexander
Schell said. “Xavier was smart to
recognize the type of players that
Crawford can attract to the university. If the Musketeers want to
win big in the Big Priest, Crawford
knows what it takes with his professional success.
“Undoubtedly, he will be the
smartest man in the room at meetings,” Schnell said.
Crawford, who played one dynamic season for Xavier, could
not be reached by text message,
telephone or email.
He had already left the Celtics’
practice, and never showed up to
his press conference at the Cintas
Center.
Despite the no show,
someone
close
to
Crawford said that he
wanted to make it clear
that Jordan wants to be
active in the process
of making Xavier
a national brand.
Moreover, he
believes in the
foundation
and
legacy
that
Mike
Bobinski built
at
Xavier.
The keys to
a successful

program are the marriage of athletics and academics.
“Jordan is the guy to do that,
no doubt,” Schell said. “He knows
what it takes to succeed athletically and academically as a collegiate
athlete.”
Many of the current seniors at
Xavier, who remember his legendary performance against Kansas
State in the Sweet 16 in 2010, were
excited over the news.
“I think this puts a lot of pressure on Chris Mack, with the
kind of elite athletic department
Crawford will create,” senior
Adam Werner said. “It’s National
Championship or bust.”
“It’s dope,” senior Eric Russell
said.
Rumors have been floating
around that former Musketeer
C.J. Anderson will be joining
Crawford’s staff as an assistant
and public relations specialist. He
too could not be reached.
“These are the types of moves
we should come to expect
from Xavier,” associate administrator for basketball
development Derek Palmer
said. “We aren’t afraid to
take a big gamble on
a big time name.
And we reeled
this one in. It’s
a win-win-win
situation: on
the court, in
the
offices
and in the
media and
public relations department.”

Photo courtesy of realgmbasketball.com

By Tim Wilmes

Leader Jong Un should request
to meet with the Freshman AllAmerican team, many agree that
Rodman’s proclamation that
the Supreme Leader became his
“friend for life” during his recent
trip may have pushed the stringent
dictator to reach out to the basketball youth of the U.S.
Indeed, a new friendship might
even be blossoming between
Xavier star Semaj Christon and
Kim Jong Un.
In their pickup game over the
weekend, Christon and Jong Un
led their team to a decisive 68-3
victory over Oregon’s Damyean
Dotson and Creighton’s Doug
McDermott following Christon’s
34 assists to the Supreme Leader,
who scored a whopping 68
points.
While no other reports have
stemmed from the Freshman
All-Americans’ impromptu visit
over the weekend, rumors have
been swirling that Christon and
Supreme Leader Jong Un struck
up such a friendship that the pair
of them plan to join Rodman on
his summer vacation.

XU Baseball
gets lights
By Danny O’malley

Pulitzer Prize Winner
Last week we got word that
Xavier will be installing lights on
the baseball field, but major protests have developed among faculty, staff and students.
“It makes no sense to build
these lights because students
have class during the day, so only
having games during the day is
more effective in creating low
classroom attendance,” student
Sean Luke.
Xavier plans to install 80-foot,
giant tiki torches to illuminate the
field.
The coaching staff explained
that they plan on having the team
captains climb to the top of each
torch before games and light
them at the same time as a pregame ritual. After lighting them
they will then jump and parachute
back down to the field during the
National Anthem.
A group on campus has formed
known as Together Against the
Tikis (TAT) and is doing everything they can to make sure these
lights don’t get installed.
“Honestly, if this goes through,
you can be sure we will climb up
there and blow out the torches
during each game,” a member of
TAT said.
Virtually everyone on campus,
myself included, have banned together against the lights. TAT has
even gained the support of some
national icons.
“The decision to put the lights
up is almost as ludicrous as saying, ‘Stauskas won’t drain 58
three pointers in practice today,’”
Michigan University guard Nik
Stauskas said.
The reason most people don’t
want the lights installed is because it will bring more students
to games, they’ll have more home
games and it will allow players
to actually go to most of their
classes.
“We don’t want the lights because most classes happen during the day. If we get the lights
then we have to go to our classes
and that might make my grades
improve,” a player for Xavier’s
baseball team said.
Members of TAT have rebelled by skipping class and playing games of baseball on the
greenspace to show how much
more important baseball is than
success in school.
“People keep asking why we
chose tiki torches and I want to
tell them it’s because they look
cooler and more fun than those
big crazy lights that help you see
well,” a member on Tiki Board
of Trustees said.
TAT explains that the future
of Xavier relies on this decision and that people on campus
should join their cause to prevent
the construction of these horrid
tiki torch lights.
If something isn’t done soon,
night baseball games will be
played here at Xavier and that
is quite possibly the worst thing
that could happen to campus
athletics.
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XU Nudists bare all in
their first club events
Patrick Phillips

Derp Master

A new club has risen
on Xavier University’s
campus that is turning
heads. Covered with nothing but the skin on their
backs, Xavier University
is proud to welcome the
Xavier Bares, Xavier’s
nudist colony club.
You may have seen
them walking across the
academic mall, stretching
at O’Connor or on their
daily jogs around campus
everyday at 5 p.m. The
Xavier Bares welcome
anyone who wish to strip
themselves of materialistic living and open themselves to a naturalistic way of life.
Sophomore horticulture major and founder Hummingbird
Cranberry was ecstatic when
Xavier’s Student Government
Association (SGA) accepted the
club request. “It just feels so free,”
said Cranberry. “To be ourselves
and share ourselves in the purest,
most natural sense with our fellow
peers.”
The club has multiple programs
lined up for the 2013-14 academic
year. “We are planning a full-nude

production of Hair, combining
our natural gifts for song and love
for groovy music with our naked
bodies.” When questioned about
the possible audience reaction,
Cranberry said, “We just want everyone to take it easy, man, and go
with the flow.”
Along with the production of
Hair, the club is also participating
in this year’s Relay for Life. With
the theme being Pixar, the Xavier
Bares are painting themselves
as bears. They are really excited

Songs in the
Key of DERP
Patrick Phillips

Critic Man

With Songs in the Key of… as
Xavier Players’ new and captivating annual event, the club is
excited to announce the theme
for the show next year. After the
great response Xavier Players’
production of Songs in the Key of
Love, the club is moving into bigger and more daring directions.
Next year’s production will cover
the sensitive and emotional aspects of derp.
Songs in the Key of Derp will
cover all things derp, from the
addictive nature of derp to basic explanations of how to derp.
With derp’s growing national attention, audiences will be moved
by the performance’s sensitive
covering of the subject.
Though the cast has not been

Photo courtesy of Patrick Phillips

announced, the club has revealed
some of the songs that will be
included in the piece. “All You
Need is Derp,” made famous
from the musical Moulin Derp, is
lined up to be a show-stopping
opener to the second act.
The production will be set
in the internet. The club plans
on encompassing all of derp.
Members of the cast will be
dressed up as LOL Cats, Socially
Awkward Penguins and the
Most Interesting Men in the
World. The set will be done with
projections, each song having
its own meme displayed on the
back wall.
Students are excited to experience a musical dialogue about
the subject of derp. “Herpa
derp,” one club member said.
“Songs in the Key of Derp will be
a knockout show that I think everyone should see.”
“Some people just don’t understand how prevalent derp is,”
another student said. “Check the
internet. Check your phone. Look
around. Derp is everywhere.”
The Xavier Players have large
shoes to fill after Songs in the Key
of Love. However, Songs in the Key
of Derp looks like it will surely do
its predecessor justice. Derp.

about the pun.
The Xavier Bares is hosting
an orientation game night on the
Xavier Yard. Twister, Mini Tanks
and Red Rover will be the main attractions of the event. The event
will take place sometime at the
beginning of the next Academic
Year, so keep your eyes peeled.
The Xavier Bares will definitely garner some attention in the
coming academic year. For more
information, try to find them on
Orgsync.

MTV: the only TV
network that matters
Grant Vance

Movie Guru

Media experts everywhere have
labeled the quality of our current time period of small screen
viewing as “The Golden Age of
Television.” Whether you take
into account the fact that reality
T.V. shows are popular and vibrant
or that technology has granted us
the ability to record and re-watch
these reality T.V. shows, even nonexperts would agree that this era
is, in fact, “The Golden Age of
Television.” Luckily, I was given
the utmost honor of getting a
behind-the-scenes look into the
king and source of this golden age
with the opportunity to interview
MTV co-owner and spokesperson
Guy Moneysworth about his prestigious channel’s fall line-up, and
what the network has in store for
the future.
After talking to Moneysworth,
I’ve learned we’re in store for quite
the treat with this fall’s line-up on
the only network that actually
matters: MTV. The gurus at MTV
studios have already thought of
15 new reality shows to release for
their fall schedule, all with highstakes unimportant circumstances
and characters that are almost
completely un-relatable with littleto-no actual intelligence.
I asked Moneysworth about his
future plans and ambitions for the
network. “What I am most excited

about is to completely take away
the music aspect of our channel,”
moneysworth said. “We have big
plans to eventually just drop the
‘M’. How cool would that be? Just
have our network be called TV.”
“This also coordinates with
our future plans to actually be
the only network that exists,”
Moneysworth said. “I just don’t
understand why audiences would
want to get hooked to a storyline
in a long-running plot. MTV is
currently the only network that
actually matters, so with all of the
extra channels we can produce
even more reality shows and even
less shows with an actual story for
fans to invest in.”
As you can see, big exciting
things are coming to us from the
only network that actually matters.
With all of these extra channels
talent scouts are sure to be looking for anything they can possibly
exploit, so be on the lookout for a
possible time slot of your own.
Moneysworth said, “Here at
MTV, we will pretty much put
anything in front of a camera to
feed the public for ratings. That
is an honor code all of our employees live by.” So if you have a
bad idea for a show, make sure to
submit it to MTV so you too can
be a part of the only network that
actually matters.
Katherine Colborn, A & E Editor
Phone: (440) 829-1379
Newswire-Diversions@xavier.edu

Bob Dylan and Dr. Herren
to tour, perform together
John Appeldorn
Some Guy Who Likes Music

You may know Dr. Graley
Herren as the esteemed and entertaining professor of English here
at Xavier. In class, Dr. Herren can
be seen performing lively recitations of scenes from English and
Irish literature, complete with theatrical diction and accents. Now
he is taking his talents from the
classroom onto the stage with one
of his musical/literary idols.
Late last night, a press agent announced that Herren will be joining none other than Bob Dylan
on a nationwide “lyrical literacy”
tour to celebrate the folk-singer’s songs as well as their literary
significance.
This musical collaboration is a
truly unique initiative, as it unites
singer and scholar onstage for the
first time ever. The name of the
tour is “Highway 71 Revisited:
Song and Speech,” and will begin at Xavier and travel north
via Interstate 71, as the name
suggests.
For each show, Herren is set
to introduce Dylan himself with
a prologue of the singer’s life and
works, and also lead a discussion
concerning the interpretation of
Dylan’s notoriously cryptic lyrics
after the show. During the con-

cert, Herren will undoubtedly
show off his musical virtuosity,
tearing up a few guitar solos on
“Maggie’s Farm,” rocking steady
with the bass on “Subterranean
Homesick Blues” and tickling the
ivories on the ever-popular “Like
A Rolling Stone.”
Dylan often is noted for his unintelligible vocal delivery. Because
of this, Herren, who during his
current sabbatical has memorized
Dylan’s entire catalogue of lyrics,
is also prepared to flex his pipes,
sing harmonies and even lead vocals if necessary.

This is the first time Dylan has
allowed a scholar to discuss the
content of his lyrics in conjunction with a performance, let alone
interpret them at all. To have a
professor like Herren participate
in this endeavor is certainly a
treat.
The tour starts May 1 in Ohio
and will wrap up July 30 with a final show in Baxter, Tenn., Herren’s
hometown. Check ticketmaster.
com and stubhub.com to see the
schedule and to purchase tickets.
Look soon, as it is expected to sell
out by the end of the week.
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penny stocks to solve debt crisis
By Peter Adams

Dana’s Regular
On Tuesday, April 2, Dr.
Candle Wick and Fr. Ritz Cracker
held a press conference to discuss
unique alternatives to combat the
university’s current budget crisis.
“After much deliberation, we
have come to the conclusion that
marijuana penny stocks and a
Xavier blackjack team are the two
best options to combat the hard
financial times we are facing,”
Cracker said.
While more traditional invest-

ments and refinancing were encouraged, the educational opportunities these ideas provided were
a main factor in choosing such
high-beta investment strategies.
“The
Xavier
Student
Investment Fund will be given 10
million dollars to create a portfolio of marijuana stocks.
Additionally, a group of rogue
actuarial science majors will form
a blackjack team that will gamble
at various casinos throughout the
country,” Wick added. Cracker and
Wick said that their recent spring

break trip to Las Vegas was the
inspiration for taking such a large
risk with the university’s future.
“While Ritz and I were in
Vegas, we got real hot at the blackjack table at the Bellagio. We went
up big. Really big.
So why not try it with Xavier
students?” Wick announced.
After the press conference,
Cracker was seen at a pawn shop
attempting to sell the Blue Blob
costume to help bank roll the
school’s financial endeavors.

Xavier student puzzled, shocked
after reading Newswire.
By Peter Adams

Medicore Writer
Sophomore Jacob Christopher
reports that he is “overwhelmed”
after reading today’s Newswire. “I
can’t believe that,” Christopher
told his friends after reading that
Katniss Everdeen assassinated
SGA President Seth Walsh.
A devout Xavier basketball fan,
he was overcome with pride coupled with fear when he learned that
star Xavier guard Semaj Christon
was selected to the finest basketball team in North Korea. “Good
for Semaj. I hope this will prepare
him for next year, but I hope that
the games he plays with Jong Un
won’t cause any problems with his
eligibility,” Christopher said.
Christopher came to Xavier

Matt

from a small town in Ohio, and
he was puzzled by the amount
of shocking news in this week’s
Newswire. However, the great reporting by the Newswire staff
made him rethink his current college plans.
A business undecided major,
he is now considering a potential
career in journalism.
“One of the reasons I came to
Xavier was for their great journalism program.
I mean isn’t it like one of the
top ten programs in the country? I
heard that Rachael Harris is going
to get a great job with the Norwood
Star after graduation. You just
can’t beat that,” Christopher said.
However, his time at Xavier
might soon come to an end. Once

he informed his mother of the
new College of Applied Sciences,
she had grave concerns about the
morality being taught at the school.
In addition, there are things happening at the school that are just
too unbelievable.
“Increased attendance for
Community Action Day, Erin
Brockovich speaking on campus,
those things are impossible to believe,” Christopher said.
Friends of Christopher believe that his impending departure
from Xavier is ultimately for the
best, as they have been wondering
for months how the hell he got accepted into the school.

Coniglio declares
professional draft

By David Coniglio

Draft.”
Narcissist
Coniglio, whose first name is
Last night, via his Twitter actually David, is expected to be a
account, senior cross country mid-to-late first round pick in the
and track and field athlete Matt May 11 draft, according to draft
Coniglio declared that he was “go- analyst Buck McMaster.
ing pro in something
“Coniglio is
other than sports.”
a unique talent
The announcement
that makes him
brings to a close the
a wanted comrampant speculation
modity in this
as to what Coniglio’s
year’s weak draft
future would be afclass.
ter graduation from
Though unXavier University.
dersized,
he
“I want to thank
makes up for it
all of my family,
with an excepfriends and the coachtional IQ, a high
ing staff at Xavier,”
motor and loads
Coniglio wrote on
of
potential,”
his account as
McMaster
Shocking the cross country world, Matt
he announced
said in an
Coniglio will pursue a real profession.
his
decision
inter view
at 11:00 p.m.
with the
last night. “My time in school has Xavier Newswire. “While he could
prepared me for the future, and benefit from another year of
I am excited to declare for the school, Coniglio will be ready to
2013 Summer Professional Jobs conquer the challenge of the pro-

for

fessional work force.”
Brian Reynolds, head coach of
Xavier University’s cross country
and track and field programs, released a statement saying, “My first
priority as a coach is to ensure that
my athlete makes the best decision
possible for his or her future.
When athletes come to campus, their only goal is eventually
to become a professional.
I advised Matt Coniglio and
his family to go ahead and enter
this year’s draft because he has
both the skills and the upside that
GMs are looking for in today’s
economy.
We are proud of Matt and
his accomplishments and wish
him nothing but the best in the
future.”
Officially foregoing his undergraduate eligibility, Coniglio signed
with an agent, Shawn Carter of
Roc Nation, and plans to work
out for several corporations over
the next few weeks ahead of this
summer’s draft.

